Fitness on the Park

Congratulations to our

FitNews - Spring 2016

Footy Tipping Winners
1st Place

$500

Glenda Bowenpain

2nd Place

$175

Anne Lang

3rd Place

$100

Trevor Cibich

Christmas Gym Opening Hours
Friday 23 Dec, 2016 - Tuesday 3rd Jan, 2017
(Note: normal gym classes will be held)
Fri 23 Dec

6am - 12noon

classes 9,10,11am

Sat 24

7.30am-1.30pm

classes 9.30am, 12.30pm

Sun 25

CLOSED

Christmas Day

Mon 26

CLOSED

Boxing Day

Tues 27

6am - 12noon

7, 9, 11am (ball)

Wed 28

6am - 12noon

classes 9,10,11am

Thurs 29

6am - 12noon

7, 9, 11am (ball)

Fri 30

6am - 12noon

classes 9,10,11am

Sat 31

7.30am - 1.30pm

classes 9.30am, 12.30pm

Sun 1 Jan

CLOSED

New Years Day

Mon 2

CLOSED

New Years Day holiday

Tues 3

NORMAL GYM HOURS RESUME

Email: fitnessonthepark@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.fitnessonthepark.com.au
OPENING HOURS:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

6am - 8.30pm
6am - 8.30pm
6am - 8.30pm
6am - 8.30pm
6am - 7.30pm
7.30am - 1.30pm
8.00am - 12.00noon

Fitness on the Park is an organisation
of health and fitness professionals whose
objectives are to provide high quality and
innovative exercise programmes for the
whole community. These programmes, with
an emphasis on education, will enable a
variety of participants, young and old, fit or
unfit, to achieve and maintain a greater level
of health and well being.

2016 Programmes
Aquarobics
Aqua Mobility/Masters
Back Care/Mobility Plus
Be Stronger – over 50’s weights
Countryside Walking
Cardio Circuits

Holiday Classes Sat 7th - Sat 14th January, 2017

Fit Ball

Weights and Stretch (W&S) are held outside
Yoga is in St Cyprians Hall, 70 Melbourne St.

Fit for Life
Fitness Circuit

Calend ar of
Events

Dear Members,
The advantage of this wet spring is showing in the way our
countryside is greening up and the plants are happily sending out new
shoots. As a result of this spring growth we have booked a guided walking
of the Adelaide Botanic Gardens on Tuesday 29th November. We will
Botanic Gardens tour
walk over from FOTP at 11am or you can meet at the entrance gate on
Tues 29th Nov
Plane Tree Drive at 11.15am.
Meet 11.15am
The David Roche guided tour was amazing and well worth the visit. As
Entrance Gate:
a result we thought we could take another group early 2017. Please advise
Plane Tree Drive
reception if you are interested and we will keep you informed.
or 11am at FOTP if walking
Our annual Christmas Drinks Party is planned for Friday 9th December,
Donation: $2
6 - 8pm. After much soul-searching we have decided to have an open-air
party (weather permitting) in the parklands across the road, so come
Christmas Drinks prepared for outdoors (as always). Alternatively, if wet weather, we will be
upstairs in the gym. We do hope you can spare the time to join us for a
Friday 9th Dec
celebratory drink. It is a tradition to all get together and enjoy a few
6 - 8pm
moments pre-Christmas.
Partners welcome
Have you ever thought about joining us for a walk in the Adelaide Hills
Outdoors weather permitting
and surrounding areas? These are two hour walks, 10am - 12noon, with
morning tea to follow. This is a great way to improve balance, strength
Artlab Guided Tour
and fitness and enjoy the beautiful Adelaide countryside. The Sunday
Wed 14th Dec
Bushwalking programme will recommence in March 2017.
2pm
The trips planned for 2017, the Great Alpine Walk and
70 Kintore Ave, Adelaide
Romania/Slovakia, are already full, as is our one-off tour of the
FULL
Adelaide Artlab.

Christmas Break
for Classes
BLUE and GREEN members
Last classes: Thurs 22nd Dec
Resume: Mon 16th Jan, 2017
NB: Classes held in the gym
ie Yellow, Be Stronger and
Fitball, do not have a
break. Please check gym
opening hours for
Christmas/New Year week.

Saturday

7th

8am

W&S

Fitness Walking

Tuesday

10th

7am

W&S

Folk Dance

Thursday 11th

7am

W&S

Healthy Weight Loss

Walking Trips 2017

Saturday

8am

W&S

Higher Intensity - outdoors

Great Alpine Walk
11th - 17th February

10am

YOGA

Masters (over 65’s)
Personal Training

FULL

14th

Normal classes (Green and Blue) resume Monday 16th January, 2017
NB: Yellow and Be Stronger classes do not have a break.
Refer to Christmas-New Year times above.

Resistance Training Circuits

Romania & Slovakia

Weights & Stretch

17th June - 14th July

Yoga

FULL

Anne Lang

A

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

With the end of year fast
approaching we have some important
dates for your diary. Please refer to the
back page for the Gym Opening Hours
over the Christmas-New Year week.
For Green and Blue class members
we are again offering free Holiday
Classes from 7th - 14th January (listed on
the back page).
For those of you who would like to
keep active over the break you can
purchase a casual visit to a class in the
gym for $10, or 5 classes for $25. Another
alternative is a 3 week gym pass,
including 2x Personal Training sessions and
access to the gym and classes, for $45.
We look forward to seeing you at
the Christmas Drinks.

Catherine Doyle
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There were also weekly prize winners throughout the year:
for the overall Round winner and for picking the correct margin of
the selected game each week - this jackpots if no winner.
Why not join in next year?

64 Mackinnon Parade
North Adelaide SA 5006
Phone: (08) 8267 1887
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Exercise Lowers Risk
for 13 Types of Cancer
A new study by the National
Cancer Institute, as well Harvard
Medical School, was particularly
interested in the role of moderate
or vigorous exercise, such as
brisk walking or jogging, and
people’s risk for cancer.
Data was gathered from 12
large-scale studies totalling 1.44
million men and women, focusing
on whether they exercised, and
how vigorously and how often.
For most cancers, those who
exercised moderately, even if they
only spent a small amount of time
exercising, had significantly less
risk of developing 13 different
types of cancer than people who
were sedentary. These cancers
include breast, lung, colon, liver,
oesophagus, kidney, stomach,
endometrium, blood, bone
marrow, head and neck, rectum
and bladder. And the reduction in
risk for any of these 13 cancers
rose steeply as people exercised
more. This was also true for
overweight and obese people who
exercised - they had a much lower
risk of developing most cancers
than overweight people who did
not move much.
Just how exercise reduces
the cancer risk is not yet fully
understood, although the
researchers suspect that changes in
hormone levels, degree of
inflammation, digestion and
overall energy balance are most
likely to contribute.
When comparing the top
10 per cent of exercisers, ie those
who spent the most time each week
exercising moderately or
vigorously, with the 10 per cent
least active, the exercisers were as
much as 20 per cent less likely to
develop most of the cancers in the
study.
Source: New York Times
18/05/2016
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Walk and Lunch with Perry and Ros at
their Beautiful Oakbank Property

New Eating Guidelines For Diabetics
Adelaide researchers from the CSIRO, Adelaide University, Flinders University
and University of SA have developed a diet and exercise programme which is
proving to be highly effective in managing
diabetes and reducing medication levels.
The study compared a low carbohydrate
eating pattern with the current best practice
approach of managing diabetes with a highunrefined carbohydrate, low fat diet.
“The research results are ground breaking,”
according to Associate Professor Grant
Brinkworth, principal research scientist at the
CSIRO. “Health professionals have been divided over the best dietary approach
for managing type 2 diabetes, and the ongoing uncertainty is a hotly debated
topic amongst clinicians and researchers.
“The most amazing benefit of the low carbohydrate diet was the reduction
in the patient’s medication levels, which was more than double the amount than
the volunteers following the lifestyle programme with the high-carbohydrate diet
plan.
“Some of the participants managed to cease their medications altogether,
and many described it as life changing.
“This research shows that traditional dietary approaches for managing
type 2 diabetes could be outdated. We really need to review the current
dietary guidelines if we are serious about using the latest scientific evidence to
reduce the impact of the disease.”
According to Professor Campbell Thompson from the University of
Adelaide, “The very low carbohydrate diet presented greater improvements in
the blood cholesterol profile, by increasing the levels of the good (HDL)
cholesterol and decreasing triglyceride levels to a greater extend than the
traditional high carbohydrate, low fat approach.
“Both diets achieved similar reductions in bad (LDL) cholesterol levels, often
a concern with some low carbohydrate diets.
“The variability of blood glucose levels throughout the day is also
emerging as a strong independent risk factor for diabetes complications. In our
study the very low carbohydrate diet was more effective in reducing the number
and levels of blood glucose spikes and dips, flattening the blood glucose profile
over a 24-hour period.”`

The photos look better in colour! Go to the website to view
the newsletter in colour: www.fitnessonthepark.com.au

“Improved diabetes control with new diet”, CSIRO News Releases, 11/2/2016

Movement and Exercise Best Solution for Pain
According to Lorimer Moseley, Professor of Clinical Neurosciences at Uni SA,
we need to rethink what pain is. Professor Moseley leads a research group
investigating the role of the brain and mind in chronic pain.
“We used to think pain was a measure of the damage to your tissues of
your body… and now we think of it more as a measure of the need to protect,
so it’s just a protective experience,” he said. “It’s never a case of the pain I think
I’m feeling it, because you are feeling it. Your brain is producing the pain and
locating it… so you feel it.”
“Changing what we think about pain reduces pain. Understanding that
pain is over protective, really understanding how, reduces pain….”
But according to Professor Moseley the very best solution for pain is
movement and exercise. Physical inactivity can make pain worse. However, he
said that doesn’t mean chronic pain sufferers should go out and run 10km. “You
just have to do it slowly enough that it doesn’t freak out your system,” he said.
“We always do more today than you did yesterday, but not much more.” His
advice for people is to learn about their pain and “embark on a very gradual
return to normal activities”.
“Movement is medicine and motion is lotion,” he said.
Source: The Sydney Morning Herald 11/08/2016

C I T Y B AY 2 0 1 6

We had a small elite group taking part this
year, with outstanding results:
12km
Rosemary Fotheringham
Neville Farrall
Pam Metcalf
Jocelyn Swalling
6km
Shalee Birajdar

AGE
W68
M75
W68
W72

PLACE
1st
1st
2nd
2nd

TIME
1:27:41
1:35:33
1:46:19
1:49:15

W36

5th

59:17

Jocelyn, Neville, Pam and Rosemary (Shalee absent)

Pam, Neville and
Rosemary all smiles
at the finish line

